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Q: Is that your conclusion that this man is a malingerer?
A: I wouldn’t be testifying if I didn’t think so, unless I was on the
other side, then it would be a post traumatic condition.
—Medical expert testimony in Ladner v. Higgins,
71 So.2d 242, 244 (La. Ct. App. 1954)
A substantial increase in the use of expert testimony has been
observed by Arizona civil and criminal litigators during the past two
decades. More than 35 experts were designated as potential witnesses in a single construction defect case in 2007 in the Maricopa
County Superior Court.1 Nationally, the expert services industry
recently was estimated to generate approximately $6 billion to $8
billion in annual revenue.2 The 2007 gross revenues of LECG (a
global expert services company) alone were reported to be more
than $370 million.3 Several expert services companies (LECG,
Navigant, Huron Group, and FT Consulting) are publicly traded.

The expanding use of experts in civil and criminal litigation
focuses attention on the troublesome and important issue of expert
witness advocacy and partisanship. Several potential substantive and
procedural changes are suggested in this article to alter the “litigation culture” that appears to be the source of much of the advocacy and lack of objectivity in Arizona expert witness testimony.

What Causes Adversarial Bias?
Adversarial bias among expert witnesses comes in varying shapes
and sizes, including deliberate advocacy and unconscious partisanship, as well as selection bias.
“In theory, despite the fact that one party retained and paid for
the services of an expert witness, expert witnesses are supposed to
testify impartially in the sphere of their expertise,” observed one
federal circuit court.4
• Deliberate advocacy occurs when an expert intentionally or
knowingly tailors the evidence to support a client’s
arguments.5
• Unconscious partisanship is unintentional and usually results
from situational factors or biases that cause the expert to provide evidence to advocate the client’s positions.
• Selection bias, as the label suggests, results from the reality
under the current procedures that trial lawyers invariably will
be motivated to select persons as their witnesses whose views
are known or presumed to support their case.
• Another form of expert bias is “hindsight bias” or “outcome
bias”—the tendency of an expert equipped with knowledge of
an outcome to overstate his or her ability to predict the
inevitability of the outcome.6
In practice, of course, all of these forms of adversarial bias may simultaneously occur in varying measures in a single litigation matter.7
Numerous factors appear to cause or contribute to the problem
of expert witness advocacy:
• Short-term economic incentives (substantial fees earned for
giving reports and testifying)
• Long-term economic incentives (the prospect of repeat business or referrals—the expert’s livelihood)
• Lawyer pressures to render a favorable opinion8
• “Forensic countertransference” (the expert’s identification with
and/or admiration of the lawyer contaminates the expert’s
objectivity)9
• Expert witness narcissism (the “will to win”; flattery; exhibitionism; narcissistic excitement; solidarity with client and
lawyer—subtle pressure to be “a part of the team”)10
• Professional rapport and solidarity where an expert is asked to
express a view adverse to a professional colleague11
• Professional peer pressure (ranging from rapport with peers to
possible professional disciplinary sanctions relating to the
expert’s testimony)12
• Commonality of insurance with the adverse party, the adverse
expert or the client13
• The expert’s weltanschauung (the expert’s personal history and
professional experience—the way the expert conceives the universe and humanity’s relation to it).
In most cases, a combination of these factors creates a rich environment to encourage and even stimulate advocacy by expert witnesses.
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Lawyer pressure appears to be a significant causal factor in
potentially undermining expert witness objectivity. As an advocate,
the trial lawyer by definition must be partisan—it is fully appropriate for the trial lawyer to attempt to persuade the expert of the
validity of his client’s position. Yet lawyers also at times use a variety of means to attempt to unduly influence an expert’s opinion.
Studies and surveys of experts suggest lawyers use at least three
primary tactics to unduly exert pressure on experts:
• Withholding relevant forensic information
• “Partisan seduction”—the use of personal or social incentives
to influence the expert to embrace the lawyer’s position (such
as a direct or implied promise of future work if the expert’s
opinion is favorable in the case at hand)14
• Direct or indirect threats intended to coerce a favorable
opinion
In a 2001 study, 49 percent of the responding experts said lawyers
had withheld relevant data from them; 35 percent reported
attempts at “partisan seduction” to unduly influence their opinions.
Surprisingly, 19 percent reported having experienced the actual use
of threats by lawyers to influence their opinions.15 Lawyer pressure
unquestionably appears to be a meaningful factor that could contaminate an expert’s objectivity.

Is Adversarial Bias a Problem?
Expert witness evidence can essentially fail in two principal manners: lack of scientific reliability or validity, and lack of “objectivity”—advocacy, bias or partisanship.
The United States Supreme Court’s decisions in Daubert,
Joiner and Kuhmo appear to have improved the scientific quality
and reliability of expert witness evidence.16 Since those directive
decisions approximately a decade ago, the admissibility of expert
witness testimony is subjected to heightened scrutiny and screening as federal and state trial courts perform an evidentiary “gatekeeper” function for expert evidence. Enhancing the quality and
validity of expert evidence also may indirectly and positively affect
the objectivity of expert evidence. Decidedly, however, such quality and validity improvements do not eliminate all of the factors
and pressures that cause impartiality in expert evidence.17
The second problem with expert evidence—the perception of
a lack of objectivity (partisanship and advocacy) in such evidence—is nothing new, of course. Legal literature and case
authorities for more than a century have contained almost a constant stream of criticism that experts too often become “hired
guns” or “mouthpieces” for their respective sides, rather than
providing independent and objective scientific information to the
trier-of-fact.18 An English law official in 1856 remarked, “I abhor
the traffic in testimony to which I regret to say men of science
sometimes permit themselves to condescend.”19 In 1858, a
Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court commented, “Experience has
shown that opposite opinions of persons professing to be experts
may be obtained to any amount … wasting the time and wearying the patience of both court and jury, and perplexing, instead
of elucidating, the questions involved.”20 A Midwest court in
1899 noted, “[S]killed witnesses come with such a bias in their
minds that hardly any weight should be given to their evidence.”21
A legal commentator in 1897 observed that “bias” was “proba-
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bly the most frequent complaint of all against the
expert witness.”22
Although for more than a century expert witness bias and advocacy have been perceived as
serious defects of expert evidence, the problems
nevertheless have been allowed to persist.
In a significant 2002 study by the Federal Judicial Center,
judges and attorneys agreed that, in addition to the expense of
experts, the most important problems with expert evidence stem
from adversarial bias and/or advocacy by experts.23 Both judges
and lawyers complained:
• Experts too often abandon objectivity and become advocates
for the side that hires them.
• The expense associated with expert evidence is excessive.
• The conflict among the experts’ testimony often defies reasoned explanation.

is precisely to find a ‘qualified witness’ who will be
scientifically committed to your side.”25 As the
late Melvin Belli once quipped regarding the
selection of experts, “If I got myself an impartial
witness, I’d think I was wasting my money.”26
The frequent, and quite predictable, upshot of
this selection process and the partisan role of expert testimony
within the adversarial process is bias and advocacy by each of the
experts for their respective “side.” The extent to which the experts
advocate for their respective clients is not always symmetrical, however, which results in the serious danger that judges and juries may
render verdicts and potentially award damages based on asymmetrical biased expert testimony.27 A conflict
often emerges between the experts’ evidence
that defies reasoned explanation. “The summoning of expert witnesses by plaintiff and
defendant, like the collision of opposing rays
of light, ends only in darkness,” as aptly
described by one commentator in an 1872
legal journal.27

Advocacy by
experts and
excessive expert
expense appear
to be
“institutionalized”
problems within
the judicial system.

Many of the judges and lawyers observed
that these problems actually increased and
had gotten worse since Daubert was decided in 1993.
Most significant, according to the
Federal Judicial Center study, advocacy by
experts and excessive expert expense appear
to be “institutionalized” problems within
the judicial system.24 Judges and lawyers
cited expert advocacy and excessive expense
as being “frequent” in both 1991 (preDaubert) and again in 1998/99 (postDaubert). In the 1998/99 survey, judges
and lawyers “underscored the salience of
the problem with expert advocacy and
expense.” Many responding judges and
lawyers in the 1998/99 survey thought that
the frequency of problems with expert advocacy and expense
actually had increased during the five years preceding the survey.
Much of the evidence regarding expert witness advocacy and
bias unfortunately is subjective and anecdotal rather than empirical. In addition, of course, there is no universally agreed-upon
model of “objectivity” for expert witness testimony. How are we
to determine whether an expert is merely advocating the expert’s
opinion or whether the expert has crossed the line and is advocating a client’s position? It therefore is difficult to quantify the
precise extent to which expert witness advocacy or lack of objectivity constitutes a problem in Arizona’s trial courts. Yet, rare is
the trial judge or seasoned litigator who is not of the view that
expert witness advocacy and bias too frequently are encountered
in Arizona trial proceedings.
The harsh reality—understandable given the trial lawyer’s partisan role—is that a lawyer advocating a client’s cause often selects
and hires the expert with the most effective and persuasive courtroom manner rather than the expert who is most objective, technically competent and reliable. Experts also typically are chosen
based on their professional history of advocating opinions for a
certain side or displaying a certain bias or viewpoint in similar litigation matters. As one commentator notes, “[T]he whole point
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Changing the Culture
No one will deny that the law should in some
way effectively use expert knowledge wherever
it will aid in settling disputes. The only question is how it can do so best.
—Judge Learned Hand, 190129

Any meaningful reform to reduce expert
advocacy requires more than mere cosmetic
modifications to certain court rules or procedures. Significant and extended changes
must occur to remove or modify structural
and/or cultural elements that cause or contribute to adversarial bias in expert evidence.
The Zlaket rules, as an example, transformed the adversarial
paradigm for civil discovery in Arizona courts. Recent Arizona
court cases also emphatically reaffirm the paramount duty of
lawyers to the legal system vis-à-vis their client obligations.
Revisions to the Arizona Rules of Professional Conduct in 2003
now require that Arizona lawyers act “honorably” at all times. This
procedural and ethical remodeling was intended to and unquestionably has significantly reshaped the adversarial culture in which
Arizona lawyers practice.
Similar reforms are required to shift the litigation paradigm
that created the current culture of expert advocacy and partisanship. Substantive and procedural changes are needed to realign the
actual and perceived duties and role of expert witnesses within the
litigation dispute resolution process, and to modify the circumstances and manner in which parties are permitted to use expert
evidence.
In the traditional common law paradigm of civil litigation, the
parties exercised primary control regarding matters such as the
pace of the litigation and the use (and occasional abuse) of discovery procedures. The court functioned somewhat as a referee.
Expert witness evidence in many cases unfortunately became simply another means to advocate the client’s cause—a tool misused
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by some litigants to gain strategic advantage over
opponents.
Modern common law systems use greatly
increased court involvement and substantial case
management, however, somewhat akin to the
inquisitorial paradigm of civil law systems. Courts
now routinely take an expanded and proactive role in managing
lawsuits, including limited management of the parties’ use of
expert witness evidence.
Changes in the use of expert evidence are a natural, if not
inevitable, progression in the overall process of reforming and
improving those “legal practices and procedures that encourage unnecessarily adversarial proceedings in and out of the courtroom.”30 Several changes merit serious consideration to remove or diminish institutional or structural elements in the court rules
and procedures that presently appear to
stimulate adversarial bias and lack of objectivity by expert witnesses.

Reducing Expert Adversarial Bias

Some cases
may benefit
from allowing
the concurrent
presentation
of expert
evidence —
”hot tubbing”
the experts.

Expert advocacy and partisanship certainly
are not problems unique to Arizona courts.
These issues exist in state and federal courts
throughout the United States, as well as in
other common law countries, including
England, Australia and New Zealand.
Approximately a decade ago, the legal
systems in those other countries adopted significant procedural reforms designed to
reduce adversarial advocacy and partisanship
in expert witness testimony. The so-called
“Woolf reforms”31 were implemented in the
courts of England and Wales in 1998, followed by similar expert evidence reforms in
other common law jurisdictions such as
Australia and New Zealand. These reforms completely revamped
the substantive and procedural role of expert evidence within the
legal systems in those countries.
The efficacy of some of these reforms unquestionably remains
subject to debate. A decade of experience with the changes does
suggest, however, that several reforms notably were successful in
reducing advocacy, partisanship and bias in expert evidence.32
Most barristers and other legal professionals gradually have
expressed general satisfaction with the reforms, according to many
jurists and legal commentators. Although unquestionably progressive—some would say radical—several of these potential changes
do warrant serious consideration by the Arizona courts and
lawyers.

Expert’s Paramount Duty to Court
A universal feature of the expert witness reforms in these other
common law systems is to clearly and formally establish in the
court rules that experts have a paramount duty to the court rather
than to the lawyer or client who retained the expert. Court rules,
and explanatory “codes of conduct” within those rules, also
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expressly delineate and require that experts are to
be completely impartial and objective—experts
specifically are instructed that they are not to act
as an advocate for a party.33
To this end, an expert is required to make full
disclosure of all matters relevant to the expert’s
report or evidence, even if adverse to the client or hiring lawyer. In
addition, expert witnesses are required to express opinions only
within their area of expert knowledge. Experts also independently
(without the client’s or lawyer’s consent) may seek direction
directly from the court regarding their evidence.
The practical goal is to procedurally
redefine the expert’s role in the litigation
process to encourage what the courts
seek—an independent, impartial educator
rather than another advocate for a party. An
ancillary yet very important benefit of such
rules and codes is that expert witnesses are
formally “freed” from external demands
and potential influences on the expert’s
opinions. Theoretically, being primarily
subject to a duty to the court, the expert is
able to formulate independent opinions
with the required degree of care and diligence, free from undue efforts by the client
or the lawyer to prejudice or “prime” the
expert’s opinions.
Critics of obliging experts to a paramount duty to the court contend the imposition of such an explicit duty will not and
does not, as a practical matter, appreciably
alter the existing practices regarding expert
evidence. Those critics observe that experts
already are required to testify under an oath
or affirmation to “tell the whole truth.”
Given the difficulty in imposing sanctions
against experts where no clear, agreed-upon
model of “objectivity” exists, these critics also argue it is optimistic
(perhaps even naive) to expect the imposition of an additional obligation to the court to produce manifest changes in expert witness
behavior.34
However, adopting specific rules clearly defining the expert’s
independent role vis-à-vis the parties and the litigation process
unquestionably would underscore the expert’s obligation to be
impartial. The normative benefit of such expert evidence procedures thus could be substantial, notwithstanding potential difficulties relating to enforcement.

Consultation Among Experts
The court may direct experts to hold pretrial conferences among
themselves—with or without the lawyers—to potentially narrow the
areas of dispute and to resolve potential differences in the expert
opinion evidence.35 In addition, experts have direct access to the
court to obtain instructions regarding the conference(s), to seek
clarification from the court regarding its conferencing instructions,
or to obtain additional directions from the court.
The experts typically prepare a written joint expert report to the
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court reflecting any area in which the experts have
reached agreement, as well as identifying and
explaining any issues that remain disputed and the
reasons for the disagreement. Although the joint
written report typically is not binding on the parties
(unless they agree to be bound), the conferencing
process nevertheless has proven valuable in structuring and streamlining expert opinion testimony.
The conferencing process also is a practical reaffirmation of the
overriding duty of the expert to the court, trumping any obligation
owed to the lawyer who retained the expert or to the client paying
the fees. The court generally instructs the experts that they are to
avoid acting upon any instruction from a lawyer or client to withhold agreement when attending a conference of experts. And conferencing would require that the experts be exposed to and that
they carefully consider all material facts, including potentially detrimental facts. Issues that are beyond the scope of the expertise also
may be identified for the court, the lawyers and the parties.

“Hot Tubbing”/Concurrent Evidence
Some cases may benefit from allowing the concurrent presentation
of expert evidence, or “hot tubbing” the experts.36 Under this procedure, all of the expert witnesses regarding a particular issue are
sworn and give testimony at the same time. The desired outcome
is more of a sworn, structured professional discussion among peers
in the relevant field as opposed to the confusion that often results
from sequential, adversarial cross-examination of experts.
Hot-tub presentation of expert opinion evidence typically has
several features:
• Expert testimony is given after all factual evidence relevant to
the issues in dispute.
• Each expert is sworn sequentially and is required to reaffirm or
to modify opinions rendered earlier in light of the evidence
actually adduced at trial.
• Each expert is permitted to give a statement of his or her opinion(s) on the issues in dispute (allowing the experts to express
opinions in their own words, rather than being confined to
questioning by advocates).
• Each expert is allowed to give opinions regarding the opinions
offered by the other experts.
• Each expert may be cross-examined.
• Any expert giving opinion evidence is permitted to ask questions of the other experts.
• The court may request that an expert or experts clarify their
opinion evidence after cross-examination (thus avoiding the
confusion and distortion that often results from adversarial
cross-examination).
The concurrent testimony is focused, structured and controlled
by the court.
Tribunals using this procedure in other common law jurisdictions identify several benefits from their experience in hot-tubbing the expert witnesses:
• Expert witnesses—not being confined to the constraints of
traditional cross-examination—are more effective in clearly
communicating their opinion.
• Substantial savings of time and expenses are realized to
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experts, lawyers, parties and judges.
• Any potential salutary effects of peer pressure
will be realized in the “hot tub” testimonial
discussion.
• The key questions and areas of agreement
and disagreement are identified promptly and
discussed in a more constructive manner than is usually experienced under traditional cross-examination.
• Expert witnesses tend to state their opinions in a more frank
and reasonable manner, displaying more of a willingness to
make concessions than might be the case under traditional
cross-examination.
• Experts are permitted to ask and must answer questions
directly from their professional colleagues.
• Experts are removed from an advocacy role and instead present testimony in a structured, professional discussion among
peers regarding the questions at issue.

Whether these benefits will be realized in a particular case will
depend on factors such as the complexity of the case and whether
the judge is skilled and/or trained in controlling and structuring
the hot-tub testimony/discussion.37

Single Joint Expert
In England, the courts have authority to direct that a single joint
expert give testimony in appropriate cases. The use of a single
joint expert is the norm rather than the exception.38 The parties
are permitted to select the joint expert, but, if they are unable to
do so, the court will select the expert from a list prepared by the
parties or by other means. Where a potential range of expert
opinions reasonably may exist, the expert must describe that
range and explain the specific reasons for his or her own opinion.
Typically, a single joint expert might be appropriate where the
sums involved are not substantial (for example, less than
$100,000) and the issues are not relatively complex. Other
instances where the use of a single joint expert might be appropriate would include where expert evidence is required to inform
the court regarding matters of expert fact (as opposed to expert
opinion), or where the primary issue in dispute is liability only.
The use of a single joint expert generally is deemed not appropriate where the claims at issue are significant or the issues are
complex. Where the outcome of the matter most likely will turn
on expert opinion evidence, the courts continue to acknowledge
that the parties generally should be permitted to retain and to
instruct their own experts (although each expert nevertheless has
a paramount and overriding duty to the court). Whether a single
expert is appropriate will in substantial measure hinge on the
amount at stake, the nature and complexity of the issue, and
whether the appointment of a single expert would facilitate overall justice to the parties in the context of the specific litigation.

Conclusion
It would be naive to think or believe that Arizona trial lawyers
would enthusiastically embrace these types of expert evidence
reforms. Lawyers as a group, and most particularly trial lawyers,
historically have been and generally are opposed to any diminution of their “control”—whether actual or merely perceived—
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over the procedures by which evidence is gathered
and presented for their clients’ causes. Legal procedures that are less lawyer-centered and adversarial perhaps understandably may be expected to
find substantial disfavor and opposition among
trial lawyers.
However, the problems of expert witness expense and advoca-

cy by expert witnesses are significant, and
unquestionably they deserve more considered
examination by the Arizona courts and trial
lawyers. Continuing to avoid these important
problems with expert evidence ultimately promises to undermine the integrity and efficacy of
Arizona’s justice system. AZ
AT
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